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            Abstract
Recent studies on the controllability of complex systems offer a powerful mathematical framework to systematically explore the structure–function relationship in biological, social, and technological networks1,2,3. Despite theoretical advances, we lack direct experimental proof of the validity of these widely used control principles. Here we fill this gap by applying a control framework to the connectome of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans4,5,6, allowing us to predict the involvement of each C. elegans neuron in locomotor behaviours. We predict that control of the muscles or motor neurons requires 12 neuronal classes, which include neuronal groups previously implicated in locomotion by laser ablation7,8,9,10,11,12,13, as well as one previously uncharacterized neuron, PDB. We validate this prediction experimentally, finding that the ablation of PDB leads to a significant loss of dorsoventral polarity in large body bends. Importantly, control principles also allow us to investigate the involvement of individual neurons within each neuronal class. For example, we predict that, within the class of DD motor neurons, only three (DD04, DD05, or DD06) should affect locomotion when ablated individually. This prediction is also confirmed; single cell ablations of DD04 or DD05 specifically affect posterior body movements, whereas ablations of DD02 or DD03 do not. Our predictions are robust to deletions of weak connections, missing connections, and rewired connections in the current connectome, indicating the potential applicability of this analytical framework to larger and less well-characterized connectomes.
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                    Figure 1: Controlling the C. elegans neural network.[image: ]


Figure 2: Novel prediction and experimental confirmation of PDB involvement in locomotion.[image: ]


Figure 3: Novel prediction and experimental confirmation for the effect of individual DD neurons on locomotion.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 C. elegans connectome.
The filled nodes are the previously known neurons involved in the worm’s response to gentle touch.


Extended Data Figure 2 Structural controllability, the construction of the linking graph, and the derivation of the controllability criterion.
a, b, The blue nodes receive external signals and the pink nodes are those we aim to control. Thus, S = 1 and M = 2 for both networks. c, The construction of the linking graph for the network in a. d, The calculation of the linking size can be mapped into a multi-source-multi-sink max-flow problem, with the constraint that the capacity of each node and each edge is one. The red edges show the two disjoint paths that achieve the maximum flow. e, f, Schematic picture for the derivation of the lower bound z*.


Extended Data Figure 3 Control theoretic mechanisms of the loss of muscular control.
Loss of control induced by the ablation of the AVA (a) or AS (b) neuronal class in C. elegans.


Extended Data Figure 4 Control theoretic mechanisms of the loss of muscular control.
Loss of control induced by the ablation of the DA (a) or DB (b) neuronal class in C. elegans.


Extended Data Figure 5 Control theoretic mechanisms of the loss of muscular control.
Loss of control induced by the ablation of the VA (a), VB (b), or VD (c) neuronal class in C. elegans.


Extended Data Figure 6 Illustrative examples of the behavioural phenotypes observed for PDB- and DD-ablated animals.
Time series plots of sample videos, and still images from these videos, illustrating the locomotion abnormalities resulting from ablation. The green dot indicates the animal’s head, and the red dot in the mid-body indicates the ventral side. a, For PDB-ablated animals compared with mock-ablated controls, we observed differences in Eigen projection 1, which describes the large wavelength body bends that occur during turning. The lower negative values observed in PDB ablations indicate a loss of the ventral bias to these turns. Still images show PDB-ablated animals making a large dorsal turn, whereas turns in control animals are usually ventral. The videos used here (from left to right) are ‘mockPDB_onfood_L_2016_ 11_03__14_16_37___7___1’, ‘ablPDB_onfood_L_2016_11_03__14_40_04___4__2’, and ‘ablPDB_onfood_L_2016_11_04__14_28_26___5___1’. b, DD5-ablated animals showed lower values for Eigen projection 4, which captures the small wavelength oscillations in the head and tail. The lower values indicate a reduction in amplitude of tail oscillations compared with controls, that is, a characteristic stiff tail appearance. The videos shown here (from left to right) are ‘mockDD_onfood_L_2016_10_29__13_13_35 ___7___6’, ‘DD2_onfood_R_2016_10_30__12_13_57___7___4’, and ‘DD5_onfood_ L_2016_10_29__13_13_25___5___6’.


Extended Data Figure 7 Predictive robustness against random deletions, additions, and rewiring of links.
The vertical axis represents the probability that each of the predicted neuron classes remains significant in the controllability of muscles (a–c) or motor neurons (d, e) after the network is altered. The horizontal axis denotes the number of deleted weak links, added links, or rewired links between neurons in C. elegans connectome. Each probability is calculated from 200 independent runs.


Extended Data Figure 8 The role of individual neurons within the DB, PDB, AVA, and AS neuronal classes.
Role of neurons within the DB (a), PDB (b), AVA (c), and AS (d) neuronal classes in the loss of muscular controllability in C. elegans. The shade of green represents the probability with which control is lost over each muscle following the ablation of individual neurons. Each cross indicates a direct connection between a neuron and a muscle cell. Note that there are other muscles directly connected to the neurons but not shown here, because of zero probability for reduced control over these muscles following ablation of these neuronal classes.


Extended Data Figure 9 The role of individual neurons within the DA and DD neuronal classes.
Role of neurons within the DA (a) and DD (b) neuronal classes in the loss of muscular controllability in C. elegans. The shade of green represents the probability with which the control is lost over each muscle induced by the ablation of individual neurons. Each cross indicates a direct connection between a neuron and a muscle cell. Note that there are other muscles directly connected to the neurons but not shown here, because of zero probability for reduced control over these muscles following ablation of these neuronal classes.


Extended Data Figure 10 The role of individual neurons within the VA, VB, and VD neuronal classes.
Role of neurons within the VA (a), VB (b) and VD (c) neuronal classes in the loss of muscular controllability in C. elegans. The shade of green represents the probability with which the control is lost over each muscle induced by the ablation of individual neurons. Each cross indicates a direct connection between a neuron and a muscle cell. Note that there are other muscles directly connected to the neurons but not shown here, because of zero probability for reduced control over these muscles following ablation of these neuronal classes.





Supplementary information
Supplementary Information
This file contains the Supplementary Methods and Discussion. It provides details of the mathematical framework, experimental set-up and detailed results, and additional analyses. It also contains Supplementary Tables 1-3, which provide the statistical descriptions of the experimental observations. (PDF 742 kb)


Reporting Summary (PDF 68 kb)

Mock ablation (DD) sample video
Shown is a short clip from the video mockDD_onfood_L_2016_10_29__13_13_35___7___6_seg.avi. The entire clip is available at https://figshare.com/s/72716a92be1ab0f1e1d4#/articles/5087020 (MP4 614 kb)


DD5 ablation sample video
Shown is a short clip from the video DD5_onfood_L_2016_10_29__13_13_25___5___6_seg. The entire clip is available at https://figshare.com/s/72716a92be1ab0f1e1d4#/articles/5087020.Shown is a short clip from the video DD5_onfood_L_2016_10_29__13_13_25___5___6_seg. The entire clip is available at https://figshare.com/s/72716a92be1ab0f1e1d4#/articles/5087020. (MP4 336 kb)


DD2 ablation sample video
Shown is a short clip from the video DD2_onfood_R_2016_10_30__12_13_57___7___4_seg. The entire clip is available at https://figshare.com/s/72716a92be1ab0f1e1d4#/articles/5087020. (MP4 382 kb)


Mock ablation (PDB) sample video
Shown is a short clip from the video mockPDB_on_food_L_2016_11_03__14_16_37___7___1_seg. The animal is executing a ventral omega turn. The entire clip is available at https://figshare.com/s/72716a92be1ab0f1e1d4#/articles/5087020 (MP4 392 kb)


PDB ablation sample video 1
Shown is a short clip from the video ablPDB_on_food_L_2016_11_03__14_40_04___4___2_seg. The animal is executing a dorsal omega turn. The entire clip is available at https://figshare.com/s/72716a92be1ab0f1e1d4#/articles/5087020. (MP4 376 kb)


PDB ablation sample video 2
Shown is a short clip from the video ablPDB_on_food_L_2016_10_22__13_23_05___5___3_seg. The animal is executing a dorsal omega turn. The entire clip is available at https://figshare.com/s/72716a92be1ab0f1e1d4#/articles/5087020 (MP4 0 kb)
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Source data
Source data to Fig. 1
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        Editorial Summary
Theory of elegans
Control theory is widely used to explore how complex biological, social or technological networks can achieve desired outcomes from specific inputs, but experimental proof of its core principles is still scarce. Now, Albert-László Barabási and colleagues apply network control theory to the neuronal connectome of the roundworm Caenorhabditis elegans to predict the involvement of individual neurons in locomotion. They successfully predict all neuronal groups previously identified as well as one new class, and reveal counterintuitive roles for individual neurons in known classes, which they validate through laser ablation and behaviour tracking experiments. The results are also robust to small perturbations of the reference connectome and suggest that the same analytical framework may be applied to larger and less-well-characterized nervous systems.
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